
LAW OF KNOWLEDGE – Part.2 
 

 FORGIVENESS was, therefore, an inseparable, indivisible and 

integral part of you.  

So you can perceive and experience yourselves in Love, you need 

to know the opposite so you need to FORGIVE first.  

Due to the fact that you have been deprived of the Knowledge 

that RESPONSIBILITY IS AN INSTRUMENT OF LOVE to live in 

Love, to feel Love, to experience Love all the time, you cannot Forgive 

unconditionally and you live your Lives in emotions of anger, 

forgiveness, hatred, pain.  

This is a closed circle in which fear keeps you.  

By living your Life in pain, you cannot perceive the essence of 

your soul, you cannot perceive the Love that you are.  

 You have decided to experience some emotion as a human being 

but if Love is an inseparable, indivisible and integral part of your soul, 

you also live your life in LOVE.  

 If FORGIVENESS becomes an integral, indivisible and 

inseparable part of you, you can experience the emotion you have 

chosen and at the same time through Forgiveness, you will return to 

your essence and realize that the essence of you and the essence of all 

human beings is UNCONDITIONAL LOVE, ALL-EMBRACING 

LOVE.  
 At present, you generally take Love for something conditioned i.e.,,quid pro quo,,. This is 

because Forgiveness has ceased to be an inseparable, indivisible and integral part of you. However, 

this FORGIVENESS is a part of your souls, an indivisible,  inseparable and integral part of every 

soul and therefore at the soul level, if you return home, you can Forgive without conditions. At the 

soul level, you can forgive your deeds and the deeds of other human beings without any conditions.  

 This is because at the soul level the Faith and Trust in yourself, that is, in your SOUL and in 

ME is an inseparable, indivisible and integral part of you. 

 Therefore, when you return Home, after the death of your physical bodies, you heal very 

quickly through Forgiveness. Forgiving yourself and each other. Again, at the soul level, you decide 

what you want to experience next. Whether you incarnate as a human being in that next life and you 

will relive in-depth an emotion that you have not yet experienced, or you choose another emotion, 

or you decide to help another soul that is from your family of souls and who wants to experience 

some experience in the process of its Knowledge - Self-knowledge, or you decide to stay Home and 

no longer incarnate as a human being.  



 For example, if a soul decides that as a human being that he wants to understand in his life 

what it means to be patient, he needs the help from other souls who incarnate as human beings and 

will teach him that patience in order to experience, to understand. and to learn to be patient. Other 

human beings will create such situations in the life of this human being, who wanted to learn to be 

patient, that will teach him to be patient. But from the point of view of this soul who has chosen this 

Knowledge, these situations may not be pleasant for him and he may be angry with the other human 

beings. For example, it can happen that the other soul will show up late for an arranged meeting. 

Then the first soul must wait and be patient. This soul can form an attitude: to be patient, 

understanding and always Forgive the other soul. Or the soul can look at this situation in another 

way: he can say that the other soul is untimely, he begins to criticize, he does not forgive the other 

soul for being always late and thus a conflict is created between them. If the first soul cannot find 

compassion in its heart to Forgive the late arrivals, then it may happen that enmity will develop 

between these souls and they will stop meeting completely. There are many ways to solve this 

situation. None of the souls did anything wrong. Before the souls birth, the first soul decided that it 

wanted to learn patience and the second soul who loved him deeply, promised to create situations in 

his life in which he would have to be patient. Based on that patience, he will be able to create 

different emotions. But it only depends on him what emotions he will experience and develop in 

that life, how he will allow himself to experience, apart from the chosen emotions, that he was 

created out of Love,  

 Did you understand that? Yes.  

 It depends only on the soul what experience he will live, acquire and take 

back ,,Home,, with him.   

This depends only on his free choice.  

 When these souls return home, they will understand that they both acted out of Love and at 

the level of souls there is absolute, boundless, and unconditional Forgiveness. As human beings, 

you cannot give each other such Forgiveness. 

 Did you understand that? Yes.  

 Through these emotions you have to learn to act based on the essence, 

which is LOVE, FROM LOVE AND FOR LOVE.  

If you learn to act like this, then also as human beings you will Forgive 

unconditionally, very deeply, with all your heart and with all your being.  

 In a particular life,  the first human being does not perceive that the second being is delayed 

precisely because of him so he can learn to be patient. Part of patience is waiting. He does not 

understand that the other human being is acting in this way because it was his soul who has asked 

the soul of the other human being to be delayed so that he can wait and he can enjoy having to wait 

and being patient. It was through his delay that he could enjoy the waiting and thus learn patience.  

So the second human being is late for the meeting but he is late because he is guided to do 

so by the soul of the first human being who asked him, soul, to be late.  

This is that everything is connected to everything, everything is interconnected and 

intertwined. If this Knowledge was part of the first human being, then he would wait for the second 

human being with immense Love, compassion and understanding in his heart and in his mind to 

thank him for coming late so he could have enjoyed the waiting and the process of learning to be 

patient.  



But the fact that this Knowledge is not part of him,  the first human being may be angry with 

the second human being for his unpunctuality. If this situation is repeated, great anger may 

gradually increase in the first human being. He may begin to think, to evaluate, to judge and to 

criticize that the second human being does not have enough respect for him to come to the meeting 

on time. He does so because he has lost the Knowledge of Forgiveness.  

Because he has lost this Knowledge, he does not find Forgiveness in his heart, the power of 

Love and he loses the ability to forgive another human being.  

By failing to act in Love at this moment, he creates another emotion which is anger and 

unforgiveness. Gradually, it can turn into such emotion that they will stop meeting the other human 

being.  

 And what happens to the other human being?  

Because he has been so guided and does not have this Knowledge,she will create a sense of 

guilt that the first human being is angry with him and cannot give him Forgiveness. It may happen 

that these two human beings no longer meet during their lives on Mother Earth and break up with 

deep mutual unforgiveness.  

The moment their souls return home, the Knowledge that is part of them will return to them 

and they will unconditionally forgive each other for this action. They may agree again to incarnate 

and relive this emotion but so that it no longer divides them, so that they can give each other mutual 

understanding, Love and Forgiveness. In this way, souls learn to experience individual emotions.  

 Sometimes it's not just about that one soul. There is always interaction and since everything 

is related to everything, you always experience other emotions too. 


